‘South Hams Solo’ 2019 - AutoSOLO Final Instructions
South Hams Motor Club
Thank you for entering the 2019 “South Hams Solo”, please find also
attached “entry list” and “Venue Directions” pdfs. Scrutineering will be on
the left as you enter the venue from the Eastern Entrance as shown in the
“Venue Directions” pdf.
As we are sharing the Paddock with the Test day again, please park close to the AutoSOLO area but
intermingle if you like – it all adds to the atmosphere.
There is a Trailer Park marked on the venue direction maps if required……. As it is primarily for the
Test Day competitors, it will be locked during our competition times, and we can accept no
responsibility for any loss or damages.
Toilets and Burger Van will be situated in the shared paddock.
Signing On will be in the large hire van.
Please ensure you have suitable clothing for the day. Smeatharpe has notoriously strong winds and
driving rain.
Schedule:
Scrutineering 0800 - 0845
Signing On 0800 - 0850
Drivers briefing 0900
First car starts 0910
Event Finish 1600 (prompt due to venue restrictions)
SOME IMPORTANT REMINDERS: Bring your valid Club Membership card!
(Those that have applied for SHMC membership with their entry will receive their card at Signing On)
ASWMC AutoSOLO Championship competitors will need to produce an ASWMC Championship card
at signing on (if they have them)
ASWMC registration forms and any required payment will be accepted by the organisers on behalf of
the ASWMC.
Drivers should use this link - https://www.gov.uk/check-vehicle-tax - to produce a printout by
inputting their car registration to prove current Road Tax Status. This, along with current MOT (if
applicable) and Insurance documents should be available for inspection.

The following amendments are to the SR’s:
3. Permit number: 110029
5. MSA championship number is 31/2019.
The event once again is the FIRST round of the 2017 ASWMC AutoSOLO Championship.
8. D: (change to) Series Production Sports Cars (open and fixed roof)
10. Secretary of the Meeting: Aaron Lillicrap
Club Steward: Martin Lillicrap
Scrutineer: Ross Lillicrap

Chief Marshall: Chris Perry
Results: Tom Marsh
14. Results: change “2018” to read “2019”

Competitors and marshals are reminded of this in the regs:
“Please note due to planning restrictions on the venue, noise levels are monitored closely – to
comply with these restrictions please ensure that noise is kept to an absolute minimum pre 0900
and after 1600. Please arrive/depart the venue in a quiet, controlled and respectful manner. Anyone
not doing this may be excluded from the event without refund.”
Please help us safeguard the venue for future events by abiding by this request.
Looking forward to seeing you all on Saturday,

Aaron Lillicrap
Clerk of the Course

